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Editor’s Note
Ian edited the journal with his usual hallmark energy
and moved us forwards both with the layout and more
importantly the overall quality of this publication. We need to
maintain this standard so do please continue to send in any interesting pieces of research to me at my email address. Notes
of guidance are inside the back cover. In essence, I am keen to
see both short and long pieces of research whether they be
family stories, investigations of campaign diaries, reviews of
specific engagements (big or small) or local interest pieces. Although the bicentennial year is now behind us there is still so much more to discover
in our fascinating historical period.
							Paul F. Brunyee

Secretary’s Notes

Annual General Meeting 2016
Members are advised that our 2016 Annual General Meeting will be held in the Council Room
of King’s College London on Tuesday 12th April, 6 for 6:30pm.
Agenda
The Agenda for the meeting will be in accordance with the provision of our Constitution and
will include the following:
• Chairman’s address
• Minutes of the previous AGM
• Consideration of matters arising
• To receive the reports of the Honorary Treasurer and Honorary Secretary
• To conduct the election of Officers and Members of Council (not applicable at this time)
• To recognise those members achieving 10,15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 years of membership of
the association
• To transact any other business
Following the AGM there will be a presentation on “Waterloo Uncovered” This will look at the
role of archaeology in helping members of the armed services suffering from combat stress.
Waterloo Uncovered is a charity set up to do this and brings together members of the armed
services and professional archaeologists to carry out excavations on the battlefield of Waterloo
starting at Hougoumont.
Waterloo Trip 2016
There has been a very pleasing response to our June trip so for anyone who has not sent in
their £250 deposit this is your last chance as I will definitely close for applications on Sunday
January 31st!
The theme will be “From the Other side of the Hill” ie the French perspective. The event will
run Friday 3rd-Monday 6th June. Accommodation and restaurants will be as per the 2015 trip
(ie Hotel Ibis for accommodation and the restaurants will be Le Hotel 1815, L’Amusoir and Cote
Vert). There will again be a wine reception at the Wellington Museum on the Friday evening.
On the Saturday we will look at the French invasion following in their footsteps from Beaumont
to Le Caillou via Ligny and its wonderful museum. Sunday will be the battlefield from the French
perspective. We will have time to visit the museums that were not open in May and also the
farm of Mont St Jean. On Monday we intend to visit the chateau of Stritjem where Mercer
stayed and which is privately owned. The cost will be unchanged from 2015 ie all-inclusive £650
per person with a reduction per head for couples.
A New Editor needed!
As mentioned on the website after five valiant years Ian Fletcher has decided to step down as
editor. In this time Ian transformed the Journal instigating a new exciting format with many
more wonderful illustrations and contributions from celebrities in the Napoleonic World. Ian
was also a driving force behind a number of initiatives. He selflessly contributed funds from his
own business to help David and Janet’s publication of “Wellington’s Men” and I owe him a great
deal for his encouragement of me to write the book on Sir William Ponsonby. Also who can
forget his presentational style -most memorable for me being his use of Frank Sinatra’s track
“Come Fly with Me” to introduce the 1813 campaign! We owe him a great deal and I am glad
that he will continue to run his wonderful battlefield tours and lecture at Higham Hall.

But speaking from experience the role of the Editor is not easy and we must respect
his decision to stand down. As I mentioned while we search for a new editor an
editorial board has been formed comprising Paul, Frances and myself but with Paul
Brunyee very much taking the lead and we are very grateful for him doing this in
addition to his role as Membership Secretary. Please send any articles for publication to Paul at paulbrunyee@btinternet.com. If you wish to have an impact on the
Association as the new editor please send a brief resume to me at tjjp199@yahoo.
co.uk
THE WATERLOO ASSOCIATION AND REGIONAL GROUPS
Paul F. Brunyee
In 2010 we were a group of 420 annual subscribers and Life Members. Today our
worldwide membership stands at 540. The council are inviting members to consider
establishing groups. This may be difficult to organise in places such as Australia and
the USA but it is entirely feasible within the British Isles.
The aim would be for a volunteer member to host a day or evening event at
a regional venue such as a local army or civic museum. Municipal and regimental
museums are invariably keen to generate public interest and participation at their
venues – often it is a requirement of their funding that there is greater ‘public engagement’ in order to justify this funding.
Organising an event may seem daunting but museums today will often undertake to organise most of the event for you - comfortable chairs, central heating,
coffee and lunch are now things that museums undertake to provide automatically.
The council have also authorised the sum of £300 to assist in the setting up
of a group. This would enable a group leader for example to pay for hall hire, provide visiting speakers with expenses or subsidise catering.
If the idea appeals to you then please get in touch with either John Morewood or myself. If the idea appeals to you but you have concerns about organising
an event, then all the more reason for you to get in touch with us.
Potential membership groups within the UK and Eire:
a. Scotland: 17				
c. Wales: 16
b. N. Ireland: 8 			
d. Republic of Ireland: 2
Potential English regional groups:
a. London and immediate counties: 103
b. South West: 84
c. South East: 108 – group to be set up by Frances Carver
d. East Midlands: 39
e. West Midlands: 25
f. North West: 22 – group headed up by David & Janet Bromley
g. North East: 46 – group headed up by Paul Brunyee

THE SAINT PAUL’S COMMEMMORATIVE SERVICE
Lady Jane Wellesley

St Paul’s Cathedral, June 18th, 2015, 11am: the event on my father’s horizon that he
was aiming for over the last decade of his life. I might even say that this goal was one
of the things that kept him going. So when he died on new year’s eve 2014, my sadness
was of course about losing a beloved father, but the loss was heightened by my regrets,
both for myself and for him, that he would not be part of a year of commemoration for
the bicentenary of the Battle of Waterloo.
When the day came, the occasion, meticulously planned and executed by an
organising committee headed by Rupert Phelps, was one that my father would have
relished. For me one of the most moving parts of the service, and I suspect my father
would have felt the same, was the sight of the Standards, Guidons and Colours of the
successor regiments of the British Army that fought at Waterloo being processed very
slowly down the Nave of the Cathedral, behind The Prince of Wales and The Duchess of
Cornwall. These flags, which often acted as rallying points, now embody through their
battle honours both the valour, and the loss and sacrifices of generations of soldiers,
from the creation of the original regiments, up to the present day, and are always paraded with great pride.
In the congregation were many people like me who were descendants of men
that fought at Waterloo.

The presence of pupils and teachers from two-hundred schools across the country was
testament to the important educational legacy of the bicentenary that the Waterloo
200 committee has always aspired to. Present too in the Cathedral were representatives of all the Nations that fought at Waterloo, most notably the French Ambassador,
Sylvie Bermann.
Being in St Paul’s is a sublime experience in itself, and there could not have been
a more fitting venue for this national service of commemoration. A Cathedral has stood
on this site, the highest in the City of London, for 1400 years - Sir Christopher Wren’s
masterpiece and its iconic dome, completed in 1710, being the most recent. The Cathedral has been the setting for numerous national services of thanksgiving, and remembrance not least of course the funeral of my ancestor, the Great Duke, in November,
1852, when the Marquess of Anglesey, who had commanded the cavalry at Waterloo,
carried the Duke’s Field Marshal’s baton. At the bicentenary service, his descendant,
the current Marquess had the same role.
There were many memorable aspects of the service, not least the music, both
from the Household Cavalry Band and their magnificent Fanfare Trumpeters, and the
choir and organist of the Cathedral itself. Another element that would have pleased
my father was the inclusion of a chant, composed by the First Earl of Mornington, the
musically gifted father of the First Duke of Wellington.
The centrepiece of the service was an inspiring Anthologicon, a series of readings taken from contemporary eyewitness accounts, read by family or regimental
descendants, and covering, from different vantage points, the prelude to the battle
through to the horrors of the aftermath. I had the great privilege of taking part in this

event reading some famous words of my ancestor, spoken in a conversation with his friend
Lady Shel-ley. ‘I hope to God’ he said to her,
‘that I have fought my last battle…I am wretched even at the mo-ment of victory, and I always say that next to a battle lost, the greatest
misery is a battle gained…I nev-er wish for any
more fighting.’
Wellington’s wish was granted, but
Waterloo had exacted a terrible toll: by the
end of June 18th, 1815 over fifty thousand lay
dead or dying on the battlefield. My father,
who as a young man fought in the Second
World War, would have understood all too
well the sacrifices demanded of sol-diers, but
he would have derived immense satisfaction
that on the bicentenary of the great battle, all
the nations of Europe involved in the conflict
stood united in an act of remembrance.

THE WATERLOO 200 DIGITAL LEGACY PROJECT
Evelyn Webb-Carter

Perhaps the most famous battle in British history and a defining moment in the

creation of modern Europe was fought 200 years ago. Yet this seminal event in our
national heritage is not well understood today and can appear to have little relevance to contemporary audiences. So the Digital Legacy Project (waterloo200.org),
a partnership between the National Army Museum and Culture 24 was set up to
create an engaging and authoritative on-line resource to stimulate popular interest
in schools, universities, local historical societies and U3A in this anniversary year and
create a lasting legacy for the study of the war and its diverse outcomes. It has been
generously funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund and private donors to whom we are
deeply indebted.
The National Curriculum
The old National Curriculum did not include the period from 1793 to 1815 and
therefore this period was not commonly known about nor understood. However the
new curriculum, as from September 2014, includes this period. The project will be
an opportunity to expose the subject in a lively and proactive way in tune with the
new Curriculum.
The Aim
The aim of the project is to provide a means by which more people in schools, universities and the public will gain an understanding of the battle and its relevance to
the map of modern Europe, as well as virtual access to historic artefacts and documents rarely seen before.
200 Iconic Items
The digital learning and information resource focuses on the interpretation of 200
plus original objects from the period, drawn from public and private collections
across the UK and Europe. The artefacts are digitized, some using rotational photography and contextualized through a range of related sources, allowing users to
curate their own story of the war and its impact. There are some particularly interesting examples. For instance, the golden eagle known as the ‘Prince Regent’s
Apology’, modelled after the two French Eagle standards captured at Waterloo.
This precious memento was a gift from the Prince Regent to society hostess Mrs.
Boehm, whose dinner party was ruined by the arrival of Major Henry Percy bearing
news of victory at Waterloo. The Prince later presented this object to apologise for
abandoning the dinner. It is now in a private family collection – just one of a variety
of artefacts that would be completely unknown to the public without the Waterloo
200 project. There is the set of ‘Waterloo Teeth’: dentures made from real human
teeth, scavenged from corpses on the battlefield. Teeth from young, healthy soldiers
were extremely valuable, and dentists cheerfully advertised their wares as ‘Waterloo
ivory’. These teeth are on display at the Victoria Gallery in Liverpool, one of the five

scavenged from corpses on the battlefield. Teeth from young, healthy soldiers were
extremely valuable, and dentists cheerfully advertised their wares as ‘Waterloo ivory’. These teeth are on display at the Victoria Gallery in Liverpool, one of the five city
hub museums hosting a guest exhibition from the National Army Museum during the
bicentenary year. There is also a saddle ridden by a British soldier at Waterloo, pierced
by two French bullets. The rider, Cornet James Gape of the 2nd Royal (North British)
Dragoons, amazingly survived as both shots buried themselves in his saddle-blanket.
This item is in the collection of the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards Museum, Edinburgh.
The Waterloo Digital Legacy Project is supporting regimental museums across the UK,
by publicising their collections and encouraging visitors during the bicentenary year.
Never before has a collection been assembled that brings together key artefacts relating to this period. Whilst many such objects remain in private hands and others are distributed in museums and archives around the country, digital technologies give us the
means to bring the objects together and make them accessible to the public, schools
and universities as a coherent and expertly crated set for the first time. Previous exhibitions, for example in 1965 (150th Anniversary), were hampered by the owners of
exhibits being reluctant to lend owing to their own exhibitions or a reluctance to move
the item from a private house.
The Future
Although the project is well funded there is a real need to promote this subject more
widely than we have been able to do so up to June 2015. We now wish to widen our
contacts with schools from the 250 we are in touch with to 2000 over the 4 ½ years
up to 2020. We hope to support those schools’ interests by helping to send student
groups to the renovated and enhanced Waterloo battle site, providing lectures, talks
and workshops, circulating and providing hard data and online material to schools and
Work closely with Euroclio and other key European Education agencies to produce best
practice tool kits etc.

The newly restored Hougoumont showing the removal of the nineteenth century room.

THE NEW WATERLOO DESPATCH

Peter Warwick, Chairman, The New Waterloo Despatch

It was 21 June 1815. The first quadrille was in the act of forming at the home of Mrs.
Dorothy Boehm at 16 St James’s Square when, suddenly, a somewhat disheveled and
exhausted Major The Hon Henry Percy burst into the room and stepped hastily up to
the Prince Regent, carrying the two French Imperial Eagles and laid them at his feet,
proclaiming, “Victory, Sir! Victory!”
Mrs. Boehm’s grand soiree was spoiled, since the guests were quick to make
their excuses, so eager were they to pass on the momentous news. The Prince was then
joined by Cabinet ministers who had followed Percy from Grosvenor Square, including the Prime Minister, who read the Duke of Wellington’s famous Waterloo Dispatch
aloud.
Precisely two hundred years to that day, on 21 June last year, The New Waterloo
Dispatch interpreted the historic scene in the very same room and magnificent replicas
of the two Eagles and Standards were laid before Her Royal Highness The Princess
Royal. This moment was the highpoint of The New Waterloo Dispatch, which had
followed in the wake of Major Percy’s post chaise journey from Waterloo on 19 June
2015, staging 21 public ceremonial events along the way at the places where Percy
changed horses or transport.
Following the excitement at St James’s Square and a balcony appearance by
HRH The Princess Royal, the ceremonies climaxed with a Grand Waterloo Parade down
The Mall towards Buckingham Palace, featuring a unique gathering of seven visiting
military bands from continental Europe, including The Royal Netherlands Army Band,
the Finnish Navy Band and the Band of the French Artillery, who joined the Band of HM
Royal Marines, British youth bands and 500 schoolchildren, some carrying large effigies
of Wellington and Napoleon.

Lady Jane Wellesley at Hyde Park Corner.

The New Waterloo Dispatch was the most
extensive event of the Waterloo 200 commemorations; a constellation of separate
ceremonies that came together to tell one
story. The ceremonies supported by local
dignitaries, senior officers and members of
the Armed Forces, costumed re-enactors and
invited guests, presented large framed copies
of The New Waterloo Dispatch to high-ranking people and also featured a rare replica
post chaise and the facsimile Imperial Eagles
and Standards, carried by Past Pleasures
interpreters representing Major Percy and
Commander James White Royal Navy, who in
1815 had accompanied Percy to London from
Ostend.
The Eagles of the 45th and 105th
Ligne Regiments were made using 3D printing
technology thanks to permission from the
Museum of the Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards and National Army Museum respectively and were gilded by royal warrant
holder Hare and Humphreys. True to the originals, the replica Standards differ from one
another, since that of the 45th is superbly embroidered whereas that of the 105th is
printed. This is because the 45th survived the wholesale destruction of Imperial Eagles
in 1814 following Napoleon’s abdication, whereas the replacements in 1815 had to be
hurriedly made. The embroidery team at Dean Castle, Kilmarnock, home town of Ensign Charles Ewart who captured the 45th at Waterloo, lavished thousands of hours on
the replica. Both Standards now hang proudly and permanently in the Waterloo Room
at 16 St James’s Square, today’s East India Club. And like the originals have also travelled all the way from Mont St Jean.
It was a momentous journey involving five ceremonies in Belgium and 17 ceremonies in Kent and London. Belgium enjoyed presentations of The New Waterloo Dispatch at the Musée Wellington, Waterloo; the Royal Museum of the Armed Forces and
Military History, Brussels, where the Dispatch was presented to HRH Prince Laurent of
Belgium and a reception was held for hundreds of descendants of the battle; the Governor’s Residence, Bruges; Wapenplein Ostend, where a route plaque was also unveiled,
and a flight deck reception aboard HMS Northumberland, reflecting the significant role
played by the Royal Navy in the defeat of Napoleon and the assistance given to Percy
who crossed the English Channel in the sloop HMS Peruvian, having to row for about 20
miles to reach Broadstairs when the ship became becalmed.
In Britain, two days after the centerpiece Waterloo 200 Service of Commemoration at St Paul’s Cathedral on 18 June, the Dispatch arrived by sea at Broadstairs,
with a colourful post chaise ceremony on the beach, a presentation of the Dispatch to
Viscount De L’Isle, the Lord Lieutenant for Kent, the unveiling of a route plaque and the

The Tower of London

the inaugural race by pilot gigs for the
New Waterloo Dispatch Challenge
Trophy. At Canterbury, after a Service
of Commemoration at Canterbury Cathedral, the Dispatch was presented
to HRH The Duke of Kent. Ceremonies
continued the following weekend at
Faversham, Sittingbourne, Rochester
and Walmer Castle, where the Dispatch was presented to Admiral of the
Fleet, the Lord Boyce, Lord Warden
and Admiral of the Cinque Ports.
Fine weather on Sunday, 21st June
graced the ceremonies in London with
presentations to the Royal Borough
of Greenwich at the Old Royal Naval
College, the Governor of HM Tower of
London at The Tower, the Lord Mayor of the City of London at Guildhall
Yard, Lady Jane Welleslsy at Hyde

Park Corner, the Duke of Westminster at 44 Grosvenor Square, the Lord Mayor of the
City of Westminster at Waterloo Place with a reception at the Athenaeum for European Ambassadors, and to HRH The Princess Royal at St James’s Square. The square was
transformed into a Regency garden party for the occasion. Permanent route plaques
were also unveiled at Grosvenor Square and St James’s Square.
The New Waterloo Dispatch pays homage to all those who fought at Waterloo,
and honours the important role played by the horse. The ethos was derived from the
European nature of the battle and the character of the Congress of Vienna, both of
which lead the new Dispatch to celebrate the idea that is Europe - that vital emotion
that runs through the history of this great continent, bridging the trauma of the 20th
century to the present day. The Battle of Waterloo, by ending the Napoleonic era, was
seen as the defining moment in European history around which this wider concept was
built and it focuses on the four key values that materialised from the death and sacrifice
on those rain-soaked Belgian fields on 18 June 1815: Leadership, Respect, Enterprise
and Co-operation. All are essential to the challenges we face today in order to maintain
peace across the continent.
The New Waterloo Dispatch pays homage to all those who fought at Waterloo,
and honours the important role played by the horse. The ethos was derived from the
European nature of the battle and the character of the Congress of Vienna, both of
which lead the new Dispatch to celebrate the idea that is Europe - that vital emotion
that runs through the history of this great continent, bridging the trauma of the 20th
century to the present day.

The Battle of Waterloo, by ending the Napoleonic era, was seen as the defining moment in European history around which this wider concept was built and
it focuses on the four key values that materialised from the death and sacrifice on
those rain-soaked Belgian fields on 18 June 1815: Leadership, Respect, Enterprise and
Co-operation. All are essential to the challenges we face today in order to maintain
peace across the continent.
The New Waterloo Dispatch was a flagship event of Waterloo 200 and as
such has been one of the most visible ways of educating people of all ages about the
battle, its context and lasting significance. In this respect it will continue to promote
its message throughout Europe and compliment the educational legacy programme
in the UK which is being masterminded by Waterloo 200. In recognition of the Timeline 200 national schools competition The New Waterloo Dispatch has recently been
presented to Tiffin School, Kingston-upon-Thames for its exceptional performance in
the competition. There are plans to work with schools along the British part of the
route - The Waterloo Way.
Meanwhile, the Dispatch has also been presented to East Ayrshire Leisure and
in March of this year it is being presented to another senior member of the British
Royal Family. It will continue as a practical legacy of the Waterloo bicentenary.
As Chairman of the New Waterloo Dispatch I would like to express my deepest thanks to every agency involved and to everyone who made The New Waterloo
Dispatch possible; in particularly the dedicated volunteer team who remained committed and resolute throughout. It has been an extraordinary accomplishment.

THE NEW GENERATION OF WATERLOO STUDENTS

O

ver 200 school students of all ages and their teachers attended the Waterloo service of commemoration held at St Paul’s on the 18th June, 2015. They along with other schools who were
not able to send representatives to the service, had all participated in the Waterloo 200 schools
project. Their task had been to research the life of a Waterloo soldier who had a local connection to their town or city. For example, Bootham School in York investigated the life of James
Mantle, who was a soldier in the 73rd Regiment. Other students at the Burgess School for Girls
near Brighton looked into the life of Lt Madden of the 2/95th. Somewhere in the middle of this
cheerful gathering is our equally cheerful chairman.

HIGHAM HALL WEEKEND STUDY COURSE
Bassenthwaite in the Lake District
The Aftermath of Waterloo

Friday 18th - Sunday 20th March 2016

After the victory of the Allies on 18th June 1815 at Waterloo we will consider the fate

of Napoleon - his exile on St Helena and subsequent death there. The treatment of the
veteran soldiers - the disbanding of the regiments and the legacy left from Waterloo.
And a comparison of the Duke of Wellington and Napoleon as generals and leaders of
men.
Speakers: Ian Fletcher, Patrick Mercer and Julian Spilsbury
Residential: £229. Non-residential: £167.
To book contact Higham Hall: Bassenthwaite Lake, Cockermouth, CA13 0LA.
Telephone: 01768 776276 				

www.highamhall.com

A NOVEL DEFENCE
Gareth Glover

As most readers will know, for the last decade I have spent my time trawling the ar-

chives to try to enhance and correct our understanding of events at the Battle of Waterloo. These previously unpublished sources do bring forward much new evidence, but it
is also true to say that a modern re-appraisal of many long published letters and diaries
is surprisingly uncovering just as much and one such event is the subject of this article.
Many of the letters originally written in reply to William Siborne’s circular were
published by his son Herbert in 18911 (although regrettably many were published in an
abridged form). Amongst these letters were a number from officers of the General Adam’s Light Brigade which is of course famous for its part played in the defeat of the Imperial Guard. But perhaps because of the hype and inter regimental argument regarding
who played the most significant part in the defeat of Napoleon’s Imperial Guard, much
of their evidence discussing their part in the battle previously has been overlooked
and ignored. I like everyone else must admit I was guilty of this, but the publication of
the two volume correspondence during the Waterloo campaign of General Sir Henry
Clinton made me look at these letters again ‘without blinkers’ and I was very surprised
by what I discovered- a very significant movement ordered by the Duke which everyone
has until now misunderstood and hence missed its significance. It is high time this was
changed, although this author is very peeved to admit that this eureka moment only
happened after the publication of his ‘Waterloo, Myth & Reality’.2 But this just shows
that there is still much we do not know or understand about this enigmatic battle.
The 2nd Division (Clinton’s) was left in reserve behind the Guards Brigade,
taking casualties by balls which flew over the crest of the ridge in the continual cannonade, without any ability to strike back. This situation continued for some 5 hours until
approximately 4 pm or just after, when the division was ordered to move into the front
line, indeed in advance of the present front line.
Du Plat’s Brigade of the King’s German Legion moved forward to bolster the
defence of Hougoumont orchard, which at this time looked very vulnerable indeed
But our concern is the following movement of Adam’s Brigade, which marched onto the
forward slope to bolster the front line, but not only to drive off some French infantry
who were peppering the artillery with musket fire. However, during the march over the
ridge line and down the forward slope of the ridge they were certainly very vulnerable
and suffered accordingly. Private John Lewis of the 2/95th describes the intense fire:
My front rank man was wounded by a part of a shell through the foot & he dropt as we
was advancing. I covered the next man I saw and had not walked twenty steps before a
musket shot came sideways and took his nose clean off, & then I covered another man
which was the third; just after that the man that stood next to me on my left hand had
his left arm shot off by a nine pound shot just above his elbow & he turned round and
caught hold of me with his right hand & the blood ran all over my trousers, we was
advancing so he dropt directly. After this we was ordered to extend in front of all &

our large guns was firing over our heads & the enemy’s large guns & small arms was
firing at the British lines in our rear & I declare to God with our guns & the French guns
firing over our heads, my pen cannot explain anything like it. It was not 400 yards from
the French lines to our British lines & we was about 150 yards in front of ours, so we
was about 250 yards from the French & sometimes not one hundred yards so I leave
you to judge if I haden [sic] a narrow escape for my life.3
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But as to what their role was to be, General Adam records:
After crossing the Nivelles road the Duke of Welington personally directed that the
brigade should form four deep. ‘and drive those fellows away’, meaning some French
infantry. There was not space to form the 52nd in line with the 71st and 95th, and the
52nd consequently was a sort of reserve to the brigade.
The enemy’s infantry were very soon disposed of, and the brigade continued to advance
to ... where the cavalry of the enemy, being prepared to attack, the brigade was formed
in columns and then in squares. The interval between the 71st and 95th was larger than
desirable, and when the cavalry were just reaching the 71st Sir John Colborne brought
down the 52nd to fill up the space and [threw] in a most effective oblique fire on the
cavalry, which were in the act of attacking the 71st Regiment.4
This seemingly suicidal position on the forward ridge was found not to be so
dangerous once actually there as the undulating ground masked them to a great extent from the direct fire of the French cannon. The 71st formed up with their right
flank near the corner of the orchard of Hougoumont with the 3/95th in close support,
the2/95th on their left. Whilst in four deep line, the 52nd apparently formed a reserve,
but on forming squares with the approach of the French cavalry the 52nd formed in
two squares of wings filling the gap between the 71st and 2/95th.
Having arrived in position, it was not long before they began to endure heavy cavalry
attacks. Logan continues:
We were now attacked in square by lancers & cuirassiers supported by 18 guns which
played into our square at one hundred yards distance. We repulsed this attack but suffered cruelly, one shot knocked down nine men. We were attacked again four different
times but my little battalion maintained their ground.5
Many eyewitnesses mistakenly thought the cuirassiers, encased in their breast
and back plates, were part of the cavalry of the Imperial Guard.
we was extended in front, Boney’s Imperial Horse Guards [cuirassiers] all clothed in armour made a charge at us, we saw them coming & we all closed in & formed a square
just as they come within 10 yards of us & they found they could do no good with us,
they fired with their carbines on us & come to the right about directly & at that moment
the man on my right hand was shot through the body & the blood run out of his belly &
back like a pig stuck in the throat, he drop on his side, I spoke to him, he just said ‘Lewis
I am done’ & died directly.
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1/52
1/71
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1KGL
3/95

Hougoumont
To Nivelles

French Cavalry
2KGL

All this time we kept up a constant fire at the Imperial Guards [cuirassiers], they retreated but they often came to the right about & fired... 6
But the French cavalry simply retired to reform before attacking once again. Private
John Smith of the 71st recalled:
We went on cheering and charging them many times to the rear, the cavalry was the
boldest we ever seed, charged us many times but we stood like a rock, they came close
to us when they fell to the ground in fifties and sixties, horses and men tumbling in
heaps that we could not get advanced over them.7
General Adam was conspicuous in command of his brigade, hopping from
square to square between the cavalry charges. Private John Smith saw him:
Ours is a light brigade, the 52nd, 71st, 95th commanded by one General Adams, a brave
soldier as can be. When the French cavalry charged us, he always went in the centre of
our regiment, gave us the greatest praise a regiment could get, he was wounded that
day and a great many of our officers, several of them killed and about 300 of the men
wounded and killed.8
During the ensuing waves of mass French cavalry attacks the 2/95th, 71st, and the
52nd, which because of its strength was formed into two squares of each wing, and
the KGL battalions, stood like breakwaters before the allied cannon on the ridge above,
breaking up and dissipating the force of the masses of cavalry before they reached the
ridge line.
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TRAFALGAR NIGHT ON BOARD HMS TRINCOMALEE, 2016
Paul F. Brunyee

The Trafalgar Night Dinner, held on board of HMS Trincomalee on Saturday 15

Ensign Jack Barnett of the 71st records:
It was a beautiful sight to see 10 or 12 fine regiments formed in hollow squares, the
French cavalry galloping all round us, not able to penetrate.8
This pivotal role in defeating the mass cavalry attacks has largely been overlooked by
previous historians. This placement of eight squares across the front of the ridge severely inconvenienced the French cavalry attacks and significantly reduced their impact
when they reached the main allied crest. This clever manoeuvre which seriously disrupted the mass cavalry attacks was the Duke of Wellington’s own idea and it worked
magnificently. The serried waves of unbroken lines of French cavalry cresting the ridge
in perfect formation, as depicted so magnificently at the rotunda at Waterloo, is pure
fiction. The French cavalry arrived on the ridge line, already disordered and half spent
as an attacking force, which puts a very different appearance to this whole period of
the battle. The role of the 2nd Division in this essential service has been completely
forgotten and ignored, until now.
Endnotes

1 Waterloo Letters by H.T. Siborne published in London in 1891
2 Published by Pen & Sword in 2014.
3 Private John Lewis 2nd Battalion 95th Foot from the author’s Waterloo Archive volume I
p 159.
4 Undated letter of Lieutenant General Adam (No. 120) from Siborne’s Waterloo Letters p275.
5 Ibid.
6 Private John Lewis 2nd Battalion 95th Foot from the author’s Waterloo Archive volume I
p159.
7 Private John Smith 71st Foot from the author’s Waterloo archive volume III p113.
8 Private John Smith 71st Foot from the author’s Waterloo Archive volume III p113.

October is a new venture for our association. Trincomalee floats in a flooded dry dock
in Hartlepool on the North East coast of England. It’s a black tie event and ladies are
urged to wear trousers and flat shoes. Held annually, on the mess deck of this restored
38 gun warship, she is one of the last frigates linked to Nelson’s navy. As the USS Constitution is currently in dry dock for extensive repairs (probably until 2017) this makes her
the oldest warship afloat.
Other than dinner on board HMS Victory or HMS Unicorn in Perth, this is probably the most stunning setting for such a dinner anywhere in the British Isles. Four
hundred yards away at the far end of the main dock is a new Premier Inn motel. This is
a four minute walk away and if you book a room overlooking the frigate this gives you a
splendid view of the illuminated frigate as the day fades away.
The evening begins with a reception on the gun deck and is followed by a tour of
the ship, ‘colours’ on the upper deck and then presentations to the local Sea Cadet Unit.
Dinner then follows on the mess deck below.
If you are interested in booking places, please let me know by Wednesday 10
February as I will make then make a block booking shortly after this date. The cost per
ticket will be around £40. The cost of bed and breakfast for two at the Hartlepool Marina, Premier Inn is around £90.
A week before the dinner it’s worth ‘phoning the hotel and asking for a first
floor room overlooking the frigate as tis gives you a view of the illuminated ship as the
light fades.

THE NOVEMBER LECTURE - MAJOR HENRY PERCY
Clare Harding

Members lucky enough to attend the Autumn

Meeting of the Association enjoyed a lively
talk by Col Sir William Mahon about Major the
Honourable Henry Percy. The presentation was
both entertaining – complete with animations,
music and many gossipy asides! – and highly
informative. By the end the audience had a
much clearer picture of the officer Wellington
picked out to bear the good news and, as he
must have expected, to be promoted Colonel
for doing so!
As so often, his eye lit upon ‘a scion of
a noble house’ – in this case, the 5th son of
Algernon Percy, a ‘minor diplomat’ who was
the second son of the 1st (Smithson) Duke of
Northumberland and Earl of Beverley in his
own right. The Earl had eight sons and four
daughters in total. The eldest, George, not
only bore the title Lord Lovaine but also in due
course succeeded to the dukedom. Some of
the other brothers also came into the story,
having pursued careers in the navy, the church,

etc. and being on hand to help Henry, directly or indirectly, at different crises in his
career.
Henry Percy himself was born on 14 September 1785, although whether at his
parents’ house in Portland Square or in Northumberland House or Syon House is not
recorded. He went to Eton from 1800 to 1802, joining his brother, Hugh (the 3rd son,
and a future Bishop of Carlisle). The brother between them, Josceline, had been “too
thin” for school, so was presumably educated at home, and subsequently entered the
Navy.
In the Northumberland archive at Alnwick Castle there is correspondence about
Henry being found a position with a ‘Mr Davidson’, possibly the ‘Mr Davidson’ who was
prize agent to Nelson, but in the event he joined the army. Having only entered the 7th
Foot, the Royal Fuzileers, in 1804 he was gazetted captain on 9 October 1806.
During those years his family had faced an unforeseen disaster: his parents, sisters and his youngest brother had been in France when the Treaty of Amiens collapsed
and were detained at Moulins (Allier).

Numerous attempts were made to persuade the authorities to release them,
including one by a letter passed to the Corsican patriot, Paoli, asking him to intervene
with Buonaparte, apparently unaware that the two men were by this time estranged.
Eventually, in 1808, the countess and her daughters were allowed to return to Britain;
but the Earl and his son remained in detention.
Meanwhile, Henry Percy continued in his military career. He served in Sicily as
an ADC to John Moore, who then ‘lent’ him to Alexander McKenzie Frazer for the Egypt
campaign in 1807 to gain further experience. Having returned to Britain for a short
period, he then rejoined Moore for the Swedish adventure, and continued with him to
Portugal in 1808. In early 1809, together with Alexander Gordon, he had the melancholy task of returning to Britain with the Corunna Dispatch, having been one of the
party which carried Moore’s body to its grave.
He returned to the Peninsula later in 1809 as captain of the Light Company of
2/7th. He was present, although not engaged, at the crossing of the Duero. It was here
that he first saw the 14th Light Dragoons and conceived the notion of exchanging into
the cavalry. In the meantime he saw action with his company in the front line at Talavera, alongside the 5/60th. In June 1810, Henry got his transfer, but his career in the Light
Dragoons was somewhat short: he was taken prisoner on 16 September 1810, while
part of the cavalry screen in front of Celorico to watch French activity in the ‘northern
corridor’ (the start of the movement that would take them to Busaco).
Wellington promptly wrote to Masséna about him, and sent in Alexander Gordon under a flag of truce. Fortunately for Percy, Junot, who was with Masséna’s army,
had him transferred to his headquarters, possibly in reciprocation for the kind services
of Josceline Percy RN as commander of the vessel that had transported him, his two
mistresses and a quantity of loot from Lisbon to La Rochelle in 1808!
Percy’s army records show that his pay was made up-to-date for the period 25th June
to 24 September 1810 with the sum of £65. This was passed to him before he was sent
into France, to help him to afford some comforts on the journey and in his imprisonment.
The history of Percy’s period as a prisoner of war is fully preserved in his file
in the military archives at Vincennes – three cheers for bureaucracy! He travelled to
France by way of Cuidad Rodrigo and Bayonne, and on 5 May 1811 he was given parole
at Moulins, where he joined his father and brother in their detention.
There is no record of where the Earl and his sons lived during their imprisonment, but the barracks to which they must have reported regularly still exists – it is now
a museum of theatrical costume. What is known is that while in Moulins, Percy formed
a connection with a local woman called Marion Durand and had two sons with her. Sir
William recounted how the original record of the first birth was produced for him at the
Mairie, but no record of the second has been found.
Efforts continued to secure the release of the Earl and the son who had been
with him throughout, and now requests to exchange Henry join the correspondence.
One proposal was that he could be exchanged with the Duke of Arenberg after he was
taken prisoner at Arroyomolinos, but it came to nothing and Arenberg was taken to
Britain on, as it happened, a ship commanded by William Henry Percy RN, the 6th Percy

arrival of Sir Edward Paget, sent there after his capture during the retreat from Burgos.
After Buonaparte’s abdication in 1814, all detainees were freed and the Earl
returned to Britain at last. Henry Percy, however, went to Paris, helped by a loan of £40
from his brother the bishop, joined the staff there and was promoted to major. When
Buonaparte returned to France in 1815, Percy went with Paris staff to Belgium. He was
at the Duchess of Richmond’s ball, and his coat and a purse he was given there are in
the collection at Alnwick, as is his sword.
Also there are the notebooks he kept throughout his career, giving eyewitness
accounts of incidents such as the capture of Lefebvre-Desnouettes at Benavente. There
too is the only known portrait of him taken in his lifetime, although he is shown at Wellington’s shoulder in the Maclise image of the meeting with Blücher at La Belle Alliance.
The story of how the Waterloo Dispatch was brought from Brussels, despite
being becalmed in mid-Channel, and of Percy’s wild-goose-chase around Mayfair in
search of first the Prime Minister and then Prinny have been well rehearsed over the
past summer. But our speaker was able to add a footnote to this. He has managed to
locate the sculpture of an eagle which Prinny sent to Mrs Boehm as an apology for the
way her dinner party had been ruined by Percy’s arrival. The current owners had been
quite unaware of its importance!
He was also able to finish the tale: Henry Percy sadly died relatively young, on
15 April 1825. He was buried at Marylebone church, then reinterred at Brooklands
cemetery when that churchyard was cleared. He never married, but his French sons
were cared for, as the family accounts with Hoare’s Bank show payments made to their
foster-father and indeed to Marion Durand, who settled in Paris.
Nothing is known of the fate of the younger boy, Percy, but the elder appears in
records as Henry Marion Durand. He was educated at the East India Company seminary
at Addiscombe and rose to be Major-General Sir Henry Durand, Lieutenant Governor
of the Punjab. He died on 1 January 1871 after being thrown from the howdah of an
elephant as it failed to pass through a low gate at a New Year parade. His son, Sir Henry
Mortimer Durand, became a surveyor and served in the Indian Civil Service and the
home Diplomatic Service, and the baronetcy is still in the family.
Having heard the talk, and considering Percy’s history up to June 1815, one of
Wellington’s reasons for choosing him to carry the Waterloo Dispatch (besides the facts
that he had been so useful before and during the campaign, and was one of only three
staff officers to come through the battle unscathed) was perhaps the thought that his
capture in 1810 had deprived him of other opportunities he might have had to serve
with distinction if he had been with the army for more of the Peninsular campaign.

CAVALIE MERCER, 200 YEARS ON
Robert Pocock

March 2015, the turning point. 200 years to the day since Louis XVIII was busy pack-

ing his bags, ready to flee Paris. But now, in England, two furtive figures crept through
a chilly windswept graveyard, carefully placing their feet as they slipped between the
damp dreary moss-laden gravestones, worn and cracked with age. Muted conversation
of “doing the heavy lifting” was overheard, dangerous talk in a graveyard that was once
the scene of England’s first prosecuted case of grave-robbery. What could the Waterloo
Association be up to?
The vicar appears, keeping to the path, yet expressing great enthusiasm for the
goings-on. All this under the approving gaze of General Sir Redvers Buller V.C., whose
nearby equestrian statue seemingly doffed the traffic cone atop his head, in tribute to
a fellow General. The Diocese and City Council had been supportive, even excited, in
dishing out certificates and permissions to make progress. Now it was down to hard
cash.
The cemetery record states “McNeill”, yet this significant gravestone in St David’s Exeter became, in 1868, the final resting place of arguably the most famous junior
officer who fought at Waterloo, Alexander Cavalié Mercer. The second Captain, the
youngest and least experienced RHA troop commander at Waterloo, who finally made
it to General, died at the age of 85. His sister Theodosia McNeill, who lived within sight
of Mercer’s grave, was buried with him thirteen years later having attained 97 years of
age.
Without restoration the grave would deteriorate irreparably. Could we do it in
time for the Waterloo 200 commemorations? Setting a great example of intent, energy
and action following his site visit, the Waterloo Association’s Chairman Evelyn
Webb-Carter promptly took up the cause. A month later the Association approved
significant support for the project at its AGM, importantly unlocking commitments from
other organisations, and work was soon underway.
May 2015, and it seemed that grave-robbery had returned to the cemetery as
curious onlookers witnessed a heroic struggle of brain and brawn as Mercer’s top stone
was eased, shifted and removed. This
initial work gave a tantalising glimpse
of the beauty of the Portland stone beneath more than a century of grime as
a layer of faded inscription stones were
then removed. The legend recorded
by the Church in 1985 was, even then,
hard to read, with many mistakes
of spelling, dates and age in the record which have now been corrected
through extensive research and corroboration.

There is little more satisfying that watching skilled craftsmen at work. Over many
weeks the stone was cleaned, cracks
filled and the inscriptions re-engraved,
revealing the very high quality of Portland stone used. Portland, familiar to
admirers of St Paul’s Cathedral and the
Cenotaph, is wonderfully bright, but
weakened with fossilised shell which
speeds erosion. Mercer’s Portland was
the real deal, and we even know the
name of the original stonemason who left his mark; “Faulkner, Mason”.
On 10th June, the stones returned to once again cover the great man and his
sister. Just in time! The following day Mercer’s G Troop RHA arrived, now part of 7
Para, to see the work to which they had also contributed. The Troop, justly proud of
their forbears, remain based at Colchester, from where Mercer opened his famous
“Journal of the Waterloo Campaign” as he readied his troop for service.
On 18 June 2015, whilst many of us
were across the water on Mercer’s ridge
itself, today’s Artillerymen took part in
remembrance services across the country at the gravesides of officers and men
who served with the Royal Regiment of
Artillery at Waterloo. Joined by around
20 civilians and TV cameras, the service
repeated the Waterloo commemorative
events of 1915, with wreaths of laurel
and red roses charged with blue cornflower or blue iris, and the words: “For their courage and bravery shown during the Battle of Waterloo, For perseverance in the face of
danger, For putting others’ lives before their own, We will remember them.”
Many individuals, locally and internationally, have kindly given their time, energy and funds in supporting this
project. In addition to the Waterloo
Association’s instrumental example, the generosity of the Exeter
Civic Society, Exeter Historic Buildings Trust, Royal Artillery Association and Mercer’s G Para Battery
RHA has been invaluable. The project will shortly be completed with
an information board describing
Mercer’s exploits at Waterloo.

Oh, it was a thrilling sensation
thus to stand in the silent hour of
the night and contemplate that
field - all day long the theatre of
noise and strife, now so calm and
still - the actors prostrate on the
bloody soil, their pale wan faces
upturned up to the moon's cold
beams which caps and breastplaes, and a thousand other thngs,
reflected back in briliant pencils of
light from so many points.
Mercer on observing the field at
midnight.

WILLIAM CRAWLEY YONGE – A PERSONAL ACCOUNT PART ONE
Ian Yonge

William’s decision to join the British Army was

undoubtedly influenced by the fact that his cousin
Elizabeth Yonge had married Sir John Colborne
commander of the 52nd Regiment of Foot and his
brother Duke had married Sir John’s sister. He left
Eton at 16 and according to his daughter Charlotte
(the Victorian novelist) studied mathematics and
military drawing under Malvoti. This is probably
Malortie de Martemont, a French Royalist émigré
who was professor of fortifications at Woolwich.
William was gazetted by purchase as an ensign in
the 52nd Regiment in May 1812.
As well as having to have the necessary
funds would be officers also had to have the
support of the Colonel of the regiment that they wished to join. With Colonel Colborne
being very much connected with the Yonge family there was presumably little problem
there! The 52nd was an elite regiment and there was a unique relationship between
officers and men. Sir John Moore wrote:
It is evident that not only the officers, but that each individual soldier, knows perfectly
what he has to do; the discipline is carried on without severity, the officers are attached
to the men and the men to the officers.1

He joined the 52nd outside San
Sebastian in 1812. The 52nd only had a
minor role in the attack on San Sebastian. However it was William’s however
first action. Charlotte records in her
autobiography, obviously repeating what
her father had told her:
He joined in the midst of the siege of
St Sebastian and his first experience of
war was crossing a bridge on which the
enemy’s guns were firing. He hesitated
to bend his head below the shelter of the
parapet and old soldiers had to advise
him not to expose himself to danger
unnecessarily. He kept a journal dutifully
at that time but in dreadful schoolboy
writing and with wonderfully little in it,
though the sight of it served in after life
to assist his recollections.2
The journal is unfortunately lost. William was promoted to Lieutenant 29th April
1813. He was to be involved in four battles of the Peninsula campaign Nivelle, Nive,
Orthes and Toulouse.
On Napoleon’s abdication and exile to Elba in 1814, the 52nd stayed in France
until 17th June when it left on H.M.S. Dublin. It arrived in Plymouth on June 28. On the
same day the Regiment marched to Tavistock where it stayed until July 11 during which
time it is likely William saw his parents, and then moved on to Chatham barracks.
On January 4 1815 the Regiment marched to Portsmouth and took ship to Cork
where vessels carrying troops for service in North America, were to rendezvous. Because of contrary winds, the departure was delayed and when news came that Napoleon had arrived in France from exile in Elba, in February 1815, the ships were redirected
to Portsmouth, arriving on March
With all Europe on the move and preparing for war, even though William would
doubtless have had his nerves, it was also probably for a professional solder, the prelude to the most exciting and fulfilling time of his life, a time which he very likely looked
back on with nostalgia. A newspaper report of the time gives a flavour of this.
The letters from Paris indicate a state of increasing composure, but those from Rouen,
Dunkirk and many other places are full of expressions of alarm and in the latter, the desertions from Ney and Macdonald are calculated as high as 22,000 men It is said among
other things that Fouche and Maret have both joined him [Napoleon]. This we disbelieve but the reports in the South of France are full as confident of his success as those
of Paris are of his discomfiture. Last night Brussels papers to the 18th and Frankfurt

place from Ostend to Furnes to make room for regiments expected to arrive from England.3
From Ostend the 52nd marched to Brussels on April 4th, to Grammont on the
7 and then May 27 it joined other units at Lessines and stayed there until the 16 June.
On the 16 they were at their morning parade, when orders were given to march off and
at 7.30 on the evening of the 17th the 52nd was located to the east of village of Merbe
Braine, in reserve well away from the front line.
In his account of Lord Seaton and the 52nd William Leeke, a junior ensign and
nephew of Mr Bargus, gives the following account:
Our servants made a bed of straw on the wet ploughed field and all four of us Yonge
and I lay down, and being covered in our boat cloaks tried to go to sleep It was very
hot and there was heavy rain I think it was a little after four, we were ordered to fall in
again. We piled arms and remained for the night...... My friend Yonge shared my boat
cloak and straw with me and we consequently both of us got very wet”4
If you were wondering why they did not use umbrellas, Wellington did not approve of
them. Colonel Tynling reports that he received a telling off from Wellington when his
officers were observed sheltering under umbrellas:
The Guards in Uniform may when on duty in St James Square carry umbrellas if they
please but in the field it is not only ridiculous but unmilitary.5
When the crisis of the Battle came at 7.00 pm the 52nd were towards the right
of the British line on the far left of the French and had played little part in the fighting.
The Imperial Guard attack separated into three distinct attack forces. It was with
the third attack that the 52nd was involved. The Imperial Guard had been first met by
the British Guards but they were now low on ammunition and had to retreat back to
their lines. Colborne realising that the “thin red line” could be swamped by the mass
movement of the Guards, ordered the 52nd to leave its position on the British front line
and swing out so it was strung out in a line parallel to the charge of the Imperial Guard.
Caught by surprise by the flanking fire and then a charge of the 52nd, the French hesitated and retreated.
At the same time with the Prussians appearing on the battlefield in increasing
numbers, the French retreat turned to a rout. The 52nd advanced across battlefield,
they crossed road south of La Haye Sainte and up to La Belle Alliance farm, which had
been Napoleon’s HQ, but was by now abandoned. The battle was won.
Many commentators then and subsequently have written about the retreat of
the French Guard and what caused it but it is instructive to see what one junior officer
who was there felt.
In his privately published Memories of Field Marshall Lord Seaton which I had
finally tracked down a couple of years ago, in Chicago, William wrote:

Then too, was invented the story of
“Up Guards and at them.” It was a
piece of gossip picked up in the Camp
by Sir Walter Scott, on his visit to Paris, first appearing in his “Paul’s Letters
to his Kinsfolk” and from then adopted
by Alison as a historical fact, in truth
they never came in contact at all with
the Imperial Guards, and were in no
way instrumental in their repulse.6
Leeke quotes from a letter written by
William Yonge to Colonel Bentham in
November 1853.
He [Seaton] kept watching the heavy
column advancing saw no attempt at
preparation to meet it. He said there
Image courtesy of The Royal Greenjackets Museum
is nothing else to do but to endeavour
to stop them by a flank attack and that
if something of sort not done our line would be penetrated. How is it possible that this
fanfaronade of Guards charging the head of this column can have the smallest foundation in truth. As to Lord Seaton I think there was never a man so ill used.7
William’s daughter Charlotte wrote of this issue in her autobiography.
He [Colborne] thought the final exchange would have been fully explained and the
honour awarded to the 52nd……. Gossip has picked up and invented “up Guards and at
them”…. But the crisis of Waterloo has become a vexed question.8
Footnotes
1. The diary of Sir John Moore quoted by Michael Glover in The Peninsular War 1807–
1814: A Concise Military History, David & Charles 1974.
2. Coleridge, Christabel, Charlotte Mary Yonge Her Life and Letters, Macmillan 1903
page 20.
3. Morning Chronicle, 21st March 1815 – British Library 19th Century British
Newspapers
4. Leeke, Rev William, Lord Seaton’s Regiment at Waterloo, Hatchard and Co., 1866
Vol 1, pages 15 and 16
5. As recounted in Reminiscences of Captain Gronow 1810-1860, Bodley Head
1964
6. Newbery Library, The University of Chicago, Ref U045.975
7. Leeke, Rev William, op cit, page 102.
8. Coleridge, Christabel, op cit, page 25

WELLINGTON’S MEN REMEMBERED

VOLUME 2

Janet and David Bromley have now published the second volume of “Wellington’s
Men Remembered” The two volumes contain 3,200 memorials to British and
allied veterans who fought in the Peninsular War and at Waterloo 1808 - 1815
together with regimental and battlefield memorials. It will be of special interest
to military historians and genealogists.
Arranged alphabetically with transcriptions and locations of memorials,
biographical summaries with rank, regiment, service records, honours and award,
family links and bibliographic sources.
Memorials have been located and recorded in 28 countries world wide
including places as diverse as Sri Lanka, Columbia, Australia, Canada as well as all
parts of the United Kingdom, Belgium, France, Spain and Portugal.
DVD’s inserted into each volume contain about 3,400 photographs.
The project was initiated and supported by the Waterloo Association, and has
been assisted by no fewer than 450 members and other interested individuals
who have visited churches, churchyards and cemeteries worldwide to record and
photograph memorials.
Published by Pen and Sword under their Praetorian imprint, Volume One
is devoted to men with surnames A - L, is priced at £60 and was published in
2012. Volume 2 covers names from M - Z together with regimental and battlefield
memorials and is also priced at £60.
Each is available to Association members at the reduced price of £35.00 from Pen
and Sword Books Ltd., 47, Church Street, Barnsley, S70 2AS.
Telephone: 01226 734555. 		

Email: enquiries@pen-and-sword. co.uk

HOW I ENDED UP CHARGING THE FRENCH AT WATERLOO WITHOUT
REALLY MEANING TO!
John Deverell

I had been approached out of the blue by the indefatigable American, Fritz Bronner. Fritz, amongst other pursuits, runs the War Horse Foundation, commemorating
famous cavalry regiments in the USA (see his website
under that name). Fritz wanted some representation on
the battlefield from the Greys’ successor regiment, The
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards. I had previously served
with the Regiment for many years and so I was “on”.
Fritz and Jonathan Findlay (who served as a Captain in the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards) had co-founded
the project “Greys & Glory”, with the challenging goal
of remounting and equipping the Greys at Waterloo in
2015. A huge amount of logistics, planning, coordination and manufacturing of gear and uniforms was undertaken by Jonathan, Fritz and
his wife Margie over a two-year period. Margie sewed campaign breeches, valises and
shabraques, and Fritz made all the bearskin caps. A call was sent out to active and former members of The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards to ride with the Greys.
But the serving officers and soldiers were busy on their own celebratory commitments in Edinburgh and elsewhere – and were also in the throes of a regimental
move from Germany back to Scotland. I therefore ended up being one of only two
Britons to ride as a Scots Grey. The other, David Ryan, was a reporter writing about the
celebrations for the Independent on Sunday – which made me wonder when the last
time was that a British newspaper fielded a mounted reporter! Our Greys detachment,
led by Fritz, was otherwise composed of Americans and Germans, plus an ex-cavalry
Colonel from Hungary who supplied our grey mounts. These lovely Lipizzaners arrived
via a twenty-hour horsebox journey from Hungary. Thanks to Jonathan’s efforts and a
kind local, we put the horses up in former racing stables close to the battlefield.
In “real life” these Lipizzaners had been trained to draw carriages. Thus, when
we turned them out, they rather touchingly grazed in pairs. Once mounted, we had to
form up in such a way that each horse was adjacent to its companion, for the avoidance
of horsey stress. Furthermore, most of our horses were not used to “neck-reining”, the
technique that makes it easy for the rider to steer the horse, with one hand holding
the reins and the other a sabre. But, one way or another, we managed to do what was
required for the occasion – namely, form up – and repeatedly charge the French!
We turned out for additional events such as the celebration for the opening of
the refurbished Mont St. Jean – as well as, of course, the two evenings of battlefield
re-enactments. I think the numbers on the field were about 6,000 re-enactors on each
of the evenings, with a total of well over 100,000 spectators in the stands

The riding was a little extreme, given the rolling cannonades, thousands of
muskets firing and the loose battle script that vaguely followed history. As is typical of
events of this scope and size, there were some injuries and incidents, but the Greys’ riders and horses emerged unscathed. This was surprising in that it would have been easy
– for example - to impale oneself or one’s horse at the gallop onto a Polish lance.
We provided a popular spectacle on our distinctive mounts and with our bearskins and red tunics. We rode into the arena to cheers of “Scotland for Ever” and we
shouted back in the Gallic: “Alba gu bra’ ” and, more prosaically, “Up the Union Brigade!” All in all, I have seldom had so much fun on a horse - in every photo I find myself
to be grinning broadly. We broke with history, charging again and again. One of our
German colleagues played the cavalry trumpet and the strident repetitive one-note
call for the charge was a most rousing sound. Charging at the French was at least as
excitand therefore understandable that the Greys failed to stop on the day, leading to
their decimation and Wellington’s Wellington’s ire.
Mercifully, for the celebrations, the French took it in good part and didn’t try too hard
to rewrite history. Nonetheless, had it been for real, I would certainly have killed and
been killed many times over. We learnt that squares really are impenetrable to cavalry,
though line is not. But the big surprise was how quickly the horses became accustomed
to the sound of cannon and musket. Horses by and large are truly adaptable.
It was with sadness that we hung up our boots and put on our normal attire. And,
though the bearskin caps were a little tight for comfort and ten hours in one day was
enough time on a horse, I would most gladly repeat the experience. Thank you Fritz,
Margie and Jonathan for making it all happen!
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Dinner at the Hotel 1815

The restored chapel and barns at Hougoumont

With Alistair on Wellington’s ridge

The chairman makes a presentation
to Ann DeBruyne of the Braine l’Alleud Touism Office

GENERAL SIR WILLIAM BELL K.C.B. (1788-1873)
Christopher Bourne-Arton.

William Bell was born in Ripon on 28th November 1788 and baptised in Ripon Cathe-

dral. His father, William Bell Senior (1755-1803), was a surgeon and apothecary with
a good practice in Ripon where he was twice mayor and was also a cornet in the Yeomanry. His mother Anne (1763-1831) was the daughter of Henry Atkinson, attorney and
Town Clerk of Ripon for many years.
He was one of eleven children, three of whom died infancy, and was educated at
Ripon Grammar School and then at the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich. His entry
to Woolwich was secured by a Col. Quist (Royal Horse Artillery) head of the riding establishment there, who came to Ripon to buy horses and came across the young William.
The Colonel clearly saw something in the young man and used his influence to get him
a ‘gentleman cadetship’ in 1803. He is said to have shown an appetite for the ‘music of
war’ and received his commission as Second Lieutenant in 1804 into the Royal Horse
Artillery, and promoted to Lieutenant a year later.
He served in the campaign in the West Indies of 1807-1810 against the French
and was present at the capture of St Thomas & St Croix (1807), the Siege of Fort Desaix,
Martinique (1809), the capture of Les Saintes near Guadeloupe and the bombardment
of the French fleet & driving them from anchorage (1809) which was followed by the
capture of Guadaloupe in1810.
He then served with Wellington
in the Peninsular War (Spain and
Portugal) in 1813-14, where he
was present at Bidassoa, Nivelle,
Nive, Adour and finally the battle
of Toulouse where he was slightly
wounded.
In the Waterloo campaign of
1815, still a 1st Lieutenant, he
was Adjutant of the Regiment
at Quatre Bras and Waterloo, at
both of which his onerous duties would have been to convey
orders to the officers commanding batteries in all parts of the
field. He received the Waterloo
medal and was made ‘second’
Captain in July of that year. Later
he received the MGS medal with
5 clasps.
In February 1819 a grateful
nation put him on half pay.

Restored to full pay in December 1821, he later returned to the West Indies
and became full Captain while in Barbados in 1830. An interesting journal that he
wrote in Barbados on his second visit there in 1829/30 is preserved in the William
Clements Library of the University of Michigan, and has been transcribed and appears in a journal of the Barbados Historical Society.
He said that he had his closest brush with death when he fell from his horse
in England in front of a battery of the R.H.A. which went over him at full gallop. His
only injury was to have an ear ‘knocked off’ by the drag shoe of one of the guns.
His further promotions were to Brevet Major (1837); Lieutenant-Colonel (1842);
Colonel (1852); Major-General (1857); Lieutenant General (1866) when he became
Col. Commandant of B Brigade of the R.H.A. In the following year he was made
Knight Commander of the Order of the Bath (KCB) and finally promoted to General in
1872.
General Sir William Bell died at his residence, South Lodge, Ripon on 28th
March 1873 aged 84, and was buried next to his father and other family members at
West Tanfield, in which church there is a stained-glass window to his memory.
He never married and in his will he left ‘under £12,000’ (presumably between
£11,000 and £12,000 equivalent to £1,000,000 in 2015 money). He left legacies of
£500 to three godchildren, £500 to the Ripon Dispensary, £500 to the Church Missionary Society and the residue to his brother Thomas Bell subject to a £1,000 per
year annuity to sister Frances.
In 1867 he and another retired officer, Captain Featherstone R.N., gave £100
each to start a fund for the restoration of the choir section of Ripon Cathedral estimated to cost £2,000.
The Waterloo Association supported the grave restoration with a grant of £500.

UNSEEN WATERLOO AT SOMERSET HOOUSE
Paul F. Brunyee

This summer Somerset House presented Un-

seen Waterloo: The Conflict Revisited, a series
of portraits by the professional photographer
Sam Faulkner exploring how we remember the
fallen of all the nations who participated in the
campaign, from a time before photography. Sam
has visited Waterloo several times since 2009
to photograph the reenactors who come to pay
homage to the soldiers of 1815.
Sam took along a very large mobile studio, enabling him to photograph even mounted
cavalrymen. From this work he has created a
powerful set of images which give us a better
understanding of what the rank and file soldier
would have looked like during the campaign.

I do agree with the words in the exhibition publicity flyer that he has, ‘made dramatic
and painterly portraits which evoke the forgotten faces of Waterloo, re-imagine moments of
glory, of hope and defeat’. I agreed so much
that I visited the exhibition twice in and bought
the book.
The book can be found at:
		www.unseenwaterloo.co.uk
Sam Faulkner is offering a 20% discount
to members of the association should you
decide to purchase a copy of the book. Thhis
discount will apply until 18 June, 2016. This
code for online purchases is WA20

Intelligence
Paul Chamberlain
The excitement of the Waterloo commemorations has now given way to a more routine
calendar of Napoleonic events, but a programme will take interest in the period forward as all
enthusiasm and interest in the Napoleonic Wars did not end on 18th June 2015. Here are a
few events that have happened recently that will develop during the course of 2016.

Napoleon in Plymouth Sound

There is a lot of interest in Devon regarding the French prisoners of war who were held there
during the period, at the depot of Dartmoor Prison and on board the hulks at Plymouth. It is
not surprising therefore that the most famous prisoner of war who spent some time in Plymouth Sound should also be commemorated.
In October a commemorative stone was placed on Plymouth Hoe to mark an important historical event for Europe and for Plymouth; the bicentenary of Napoléon's presence in
Plymouth Sound between 26th July and 4th August 1815, on board HMS Bellerophon. Thousands of people came from afar to see him, while his fate was being decided by the British
government. This project was spearheaded by Alain Sibiril, the Honorary Consul of France in
Plymouth, who obtained permission from Plymouth City Council to erect a memorial on the
seafront, on Madeira Road, at the foot of the Citadel.
The memorial consists of a slab
of volcanic stone from Longwood
House on St Helena. This stone
was handed over to a ship from
the French navy by Michel Dancoisne-Martineau, Consul of France
and Director of the French National
Domains on St Helena. The stone
was conveyed to France and from
there transferred to Plymouth on
20th May, where it was displayed in
Plymouth Museum during the ‘Fallen Emperor’ exhibition. Afterwards
it was embedded in two blocks of
granite obtained from Dartmoor
Prison. The purpose of the project is
not simply a memorial to Napoleon
but to mark an important historical
event which took place in Plymouth
Sound in 1815. It was very much
a French-inspired project to commemorate the fact that Britain and
France have been at peace for two
centuries.

The Friends of Norman Cross

Our main September event was enhanced by the attendance of thirty re-enactors who
portrayed the Frenchmen who were held at the depot and the soldiers who guarded them,
and their displays were incorporated into the tours of the site. Additionally, the weekend
ended with the unveiling of a plaque sponsored by The Fenland Trust to commemorate the
prisoners of many nationalities who were held at the depot from 1797 until 1814. This was the
first plaque to be unveiled as part of the Trust’s project to promote a heritage trail in the east
of England, and was unveiled by none other than the actor Warwick Davis, who took time out
from his busy TV and filming schedule.
This very successful year for the Friends of Norman Cross is being developed further
for 2016 with a comprehensive programme of events. The Heritage Open Days in September
will be expanded to include more living history displays. For information visit our website at
https://sites.google.com/site/friendsofnormancross/events

Pride, Prejudice and Peterborough: an exhibition looking at the Georgian city

19 December 2015 - End May 2016 Peterborough Museum
www.vivacity-peterborough.com/event/pride-prejudice-and-peterborough
The current Museum building, the grand townhouse of city magistrate Thomas Cooke, is 200
years old in 2016. What was Peterborough like at the time when that house was built?
This exhibition looks at the city during the Georgian period using original objects from the
Museum’s collections, including rarely seen period costume. Find out what daily life was
like here at the time of Jane Austen, some of the personalities and key events in the story of
Peterborough at that time, and the fascinating story of how the modern provision of medical
care in the city also started in 1816. There is a lecture series to tie in with this event under the
heading of ‘What did the Georgians ever do for us?’

The First Four Georges
Don Chiswell
Thurs 28 Jan 2016
The influence of the monarchy was paramount in many respects during the 116 years of their
reigns, although too often the first four Georges have been dismissed as dull or stupid. They
were essentially ordinary people under extraordinary circumstances, which saw profound
changes to British society and in Britain’s status as a world power.
The Life & Times of Thomas Alderson Cooke
Claire Butterworth
Thurs 4 Feb 2016
Reading like the plot of a Georgian novel, Thomas Alderson Cooke’s life was anything but
quiet. Death, divorce, murder and intrigue surrounded the life of one of Peterborough’s most
distinguished citizens, but what was life really like for the owner of Priestgate Mansion?
The Prison at Norman Cross: The Lost Town of Huntingdonshire		
Paul Chamberlain
Thurs 11 Feb 2016
200 years ago Peterborough had a population of 3,500, but five miles to the west was a vibrant community of nearly 7,000. A community of houses, administration buildings, a hospital,
school, a theatre, a cemetery: all the features that would be found in any town. This however,
was a prison depot housing many of Napoleon’s soldiers and seamen. All towns have an economy and Norman Cross Prison Depot was no exception. It is a story of bone ships, domino
boxes, forgery of banknotes and the bribery of soldiers.

through he prison economy: who made money, how and why, and what that money was used
for. It is a story of bone ships, domino boxes, forgery of banknotes and bribery of soldiers.

In the Shadow of the Noose: Crime & Punishment in Georgian England

Stuart Orme
Thurs 18 Feb 2016
Crime in the Georgian period has a romantic image – dashing highwaymen and stories of derring-do. But what was the reality of crime in this period? This talk will look at the truth behind
the myths with the real story behind Dick Turpin, Jack Sheppard and other notorious criminals
of the age, as well as the summary trials and brutal executions when justice was ruled by the
‘Bloody Code’.

Georgian Splendour to Regency Elegance: fashion changes in the time of Jane Austen
Izabela Pitcher
Thurs 25 Feb 2016
Delicate lace and extravagant wigs – Georgian fashion could be sumptuous! Discover how the
dress styles, undergarments and accessories changed throughout the era. Plus get up close
with replica costume.

‘Capability’ Brown and the Gift of Landscape

Steffie Shield
Thurs 3 Mar 2016 marks 300 years since the birth of ‘Capability’ Brown. Discover the life and
work of this extraordinary Georgian garden designer – his natural style of landscape creation
and his architecture – as well as his local work.
Talks take place at 7.30pm. Tickets £5 adults, £4 concessions. Booking in advance is highly
recommended; please call 01733 864663 or visit their website.

Chatham Prisoner of War Memorial Ceremony

This is an annual event organized by the Mayor of Medway and Le Souvenir Français to
remember the prisoners of war who died on board the prison ships moored in the Medway.
There are nearly nine hundred bodies buried here, mainly French but also American, Danish and Germans who were all caught up in the conflict. Wreaths are laid during a service of
remembrance, following which there is a reception in St. Georges Centre. All are welcome
who wish to pay their respects to the dead of Napoleon’s army and navy, who remain in the
country that took them captive. The event takes place on the first Saturday after Remembrance Sunday, and there are plans to expand the ceremony in 2016, perhaps involving more
re-enactors who wish to pay their respects and more of the story of some of the men who lie
buried here. For details nearer the time visit http://www.souvenir-francais.org.uk/ or watch
for notifications on the Association’s website and Facebook page.

Battle of the Nations

28 - 29 May 2016
Hop Farm, Paddock Wood, Tonbridge, Kent
Now that the Waterloo celebrations have been and gone there is scope for larger re-enactment events to keep the interest in the period moving forward. This promises to be the major
such attraction for the year, with many groups from the UK and Europe taking part. The event
once took place at Hunton Court near Maidstone, and was one of the episodes in ‘Weekend

Warriors’ screened on the Yesterday Channel. In 2016 it will be held at Hop Farm and the
organiser, Stephen Seymour, is keen to get as many different re-enactment and Historical
groups involved as possible, to make it a major Napoleonic event. Visit the website for more
details http://www.battleofnations2015uk.co.uk/ or find them on Facebook at https://www.
facebook.com/pages/Battle-of-the-Nations/323018847772275

The Chatham prisoner of war
memorial ceremony. The monument is situated behind St Georges
Centre, Pembroke Road, Chatham
Maritime, Chatham (opposite the
dockyard).
The Friends of Norman Cross have
close links with Olivier Renard
from Le Souvenir Français (in the
uniform) and so bring our display
to this event. Paul Chamberlain is
standing next to Jan Leeming, the
UK Patron of Le Souvenir Français.

Events
suzanne.brunt@talktalk.net 01795 842992
Please send me full details of any events in your area:
Suzanne Brunt, 63 Playstool Rd, Newington, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 7NL
EVENTS IN JANUARY 2016
16 Jan Sandgate, Folkestone Kent, contact secretary@shorncliffe-trust.org.uk
Commemoration of death of Sir John Moore by www.shorncliffe-trust.org.uk
The ceremony usually starts at 0930 at the seafront memorial, Sandgate.
19 Jan 1930 AGM of The Bexhill Hanoverian Study Group who research the KGL.
Annual Subscriptions now due for £10, plus copies of their 80 page book
available from M Parker,17 Constable Way,Bexhill on Sea, TN40 2UH
jclmlw@hotmail.co.uk to sign up for events details.
AGM will be held in The Manor Barn, Bexhill Old Town www.bexhillhanoveriankgl.co.uk
22 -24 Jan Wargames Holiday Centre, Basingstoke
1600-1600 weekend of the Battle of Wagram. £150
www.wargameshc.co.uk 01256 323332 info@wargameshc.co.uk
18 -20 March Wargames Holiday Centre, Basingstoke
1600-1600 weekend of Battle of Leipzig £150
www.wargameshc.co.uk 01256 323332 info@wargameshc.co.uk
25 Jan Hardy’s Restaurant, Mayfair (£40 a ticket)
Andrew Roberts speaks on Napoleon, with a 3 course dinner.
Details from hardysbookdinners@gmail.com
EVENTS IN FEBRUARY 2016
08 Feb Free lunchtime NAM talk at The Army & Navy Club,
36 Pall Mall, SW17 5JN at 1230. book at least 3 days before.
Jennifer Daley ‘Military fashion of British Army Uniforms, 19th century’
book on 0207730 0717 vs@nam.ac.uk
13 -14 Feb The Queen Mary Scots Festival at Long Beach, California.
Featuring THE SCOTS GREYS who appeared at Waterloo in 2015.
www.queenmary.com/events/calendar-of-events/
See their film on YouTube, type in: Royal Scots Greys charge at Waterloo 200
EVENTS IN MARCH 2016
5 - 6 Mar 0800-1700 Fort Amherst, Chatham Kent ME4 4UH.
Royal Horse Artillery Re-enactors Training Day with the 3/95th Rifles.
09 Mar 1900-2130 Spring Reception - THE FRIENDS OF THE BRITISH CEMETERY, ELVAS,
PORTUGAL at THE CAVALRY AND GUARDS CLUB, 127 Piccadilly. London.
Book with Nick Hallidie,10 Ballingdon St,Sudbury,Suffolk CO10 2BT
01787 880445 nickah3559@gmail.com

EVENTS IN MAY 2016
13-17 May Fine Art Travel Tour ‘Napoleon and Josephine in Paris’ with Andrew
Roberts. fineartravel.co.uk 0207 437 8553
14 May Annual Ceremony in the British Cemetery, Elvas, Portugal
16 May Annual commemorations in Albuera. full details from nickah3559@gmail.
com
28+29 May Battle of The Nations,Hop Farm,Paddock Wood,Tonbridge,Kent.
For full details contact Stephen Seymour, for booking stands and sponsorship:
gustaz_1998@hotmail.co.uk 01622 872068
EVENTS IN JUNE 2016
27 June-03 July Chalke Valley History Festival www.cvhf.org.uk
EVENTS IN JULY 2016
Battle Proms dates, booking now:
09 July Burghley www.battleproms.com 01432 355416 info@battleproms.com
16 July Blenheim www.battleproms.com 01432 355416 info@battleproms.com
23 July Hatfield House www.battleproms.com 01432 355416 info@battleproms.
com
EVENTS IN AUGUST 2016
Battle Proms dates, booking now:
06 Aug Highclere www.battleproms.com 01432 355416 info@battleproms.com
13 Aug Ragley Hall www.battleproms.com 01432 355416 info@battleproms.com
www.battleproms.com 01432 355416 info@battleproms.com
TOUR COMPANIES TO SEARCH FOR 2016 TOURS
Ian Fletcher Tours www.ifbt.co.uk
Graeme Cooper Tours www.cooperswaterlootours.co.uk
The Cultural Experience www.theculturalexperience .com
Legers Tours www.visitbattlefields.co.uk
Belgian bespoke tours www.waterloobattlefieldstours.com
EXHIBITIONS AND ORGANISATIONS IN 2016
The Waterloo Map Display now open at The Royal Engineers Museum,
Gillingham, Kent ME4 4UG 01634 822839
open Tue-Fri 0900-1700 Sat+Sun 1130-1700 www.re-museum.co.uk
join the Friends [FoREM] at the museum and enjoy program of talks.
Napoleons Lost Imperial Gold - a new project to film the archaeological search for
the lost baggage train on the retreat from Moscow 1812. Newsletters from napoleonicgold@gmail.com Nick Holdsworth, 65 Dirac Rd, Bristol BS7 9LP
Support the restoration of Cavalie Mercer’s grave in Exeter, follow the
research and sign up for newsletters on http://www.gtrooprha.co.uk
The 1805 Club researches and preserves naval history.
www.1805club.org
The Orders and Medals Research Society have events all over the country.

The Waterloo Association

We were founded by his Grace, the Eighth Duke of Wellington in 1973. In 1996 the

Waterloo Committee and the Association of Friends were combined to form a single
organisation for the purpose of support.ing the activities of the Waterloo Committee in
Belgium. In 2012 the name was changed to The Waterloo Association.
Objectives:
a. to promote public education and appreciation of the history of the wars between
Great Britain, her allies and France known as the Napoleonic Wars
b. to preserve and safeguard the site of the battle
c. to encourage a better understanding of the events which preceded the Battle of Waterloo and of the course and consequences of the military operations which ensued
d. to encourage research on all matters pertaining to the campaign and to assist in the
publication of such research. The association conducts historical research and in
association with the Waterloo Committee in Belgium, continues to improve and
preserve the battlefield.
Le Comite De Waterloo a.s.b.l.
Hon President: His Grace the Duke of Wellington, OBE
President: Baron Bernard Snoy. Hon Past President: M. Phillipe de Callatay OBE
Vice Presidents: Mme Reginald Lannoy, Mme Yves Collinet
Hon Treasurer: M. Leopold de Callatay
Hon Secretary: M. Lucien Cécille.
Board Members: in addition to those above: Mme Jacques Logie, Comtesse Astrid Sorgo,
Comte Serge de Meeus d’Argentueuil, Comte Guibert d’Oultrimont
Membership of the Waterloo Association
Membership is open to all. Members and guest are always welcome to an interesting
programme of events, visits and talks. Annual subscriptions fall due on the 18 June and
are:
			
UK		
Overseas
Individual 		£20		£25
Student		£5		£10
Family			£25		£30
Joint			£25		£30
Corporate		£30		£35
The Journal: notes for Contributors
The Journal is published three times each year in spring, summer and winter, and is posted
to the home or specified ad-dress of each member. Articles are invited. Please email
them to paulbrunyee@btinternet.com. Please note that the cut off dates for each edition: 1 March for the spring edition, 18 June for the summer edition and 21 October for
the win-ter edition. Articles for the journal are accepted on the basis that any copyright
material has been cleared for publication by the contributor. Views expressed should not
be taken to represent those of the association. Contributions should be relevant to the life
of Wellington, Waterloo and our period generally. Where contributions are deemed to be
too long they may be split up into parts by the editor. References or footnotes should be
clearly given and should include a page number. Articles will only be accepted in
electronic form.

Honorary Officers

Chairman
Major General Sir Evelyn Webb-Carter KCVO, OBE, DL,
Horcott House, Fairford Glos GL7 4BY
evelynwc@hotmail.com
Secretary
John Morewood, 65a, Orchard Drive, Park Street, St Alabans, AL2 2QQ
tjjp199@yahoo.co.uk
Correspondence and information about the association
Membership Secretary & Editor
Paul Brunyee, 3, Broughton Rise, Malton, North Yorkshire, YP17 7BW
paulbrunyee@btinternet.com
Membership applications and membership records
Web Master
Ian Yonge, Pilgrims, Marley Lane, Haslemere, Surrey, GU27 3RF
battlewaterloo@hotmail.co.uk
Maintenance of website
Archivists
Janet and David Bromley, Sunnyside, Papcastle, Cockermouth, Cumbria, CA13 OLA
djbromley@derventio.fsnet.co.uk
Association records and register of memorials
Treasurer
Gareth Glover, 6, Rhiwderyn Close, Culverhouse Cross, Cardiff, CF5 4TR
geegee.glover1@ntlworld.com
Financial matters and Gift Aid
Events Co-ordinator
Suzanne Brunt, 63, Playstool Road, Newington, Sittingbourne, Kent,
ME9 7NL
suzanne.brunt@talktalk.netNational
National and local events co-ordinator
Information Co-ordinator
Paul Chamberlain, 14, Overfield Road, Stopsley, Luton, LU2 9JU
illustrated.entertainment@ntlworld.com
Book reviews and news of forthcoming events Treasurer
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